3.4.1 Configuration Management: Baseline Configuration

Baseline configurations continues to be a source of confusion. Doing the following will alleviate this confusion and more generally standardized baselines across organizations because they better understand the expectations. This change would permit IT organizations to better understand what a System is and what is in scope. It also defines the software which require a security baseline and what controls are expected to be addressed in the baseline. This is a common contention point between GRC and IT.

1) It needs to be made clear that minimum security baseline configurations must be developed for all systems in scope of CUI.
2) Clarify the scope of the security baselines i.e., do we mean just device operating systems or do we also me applications that "have an IP address assigned".
3) Specify the specific control minimum NIST 171 control requirements that should be addressed in the baseline control guidance. This enables implementers understand the controls to be considered. Specify that this aligns with the 171 Moderate control requirements. 172 should have something similar for the High control requirements.
4) If appropriate, consider referencing the disablement of unnecessary ports, protocols, and services in the guidance; if possible with common examples.
5) If possible, provide source and guidance for existing security baselines that may be tailored to organizational needs.
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